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introduce are as follows: support for xml-based label xml asset
workflow; support for local fonts; support for advanced audio recording

and encoding features; support for svg/vml tags and pixel based
animations; support for embedded fonts; support for improved video
export; support for tileable effects and various other minor changes;
most of the new features of the release which was made to introduce

are as follows: support for xml-based label xml asset workflow; support
for local fonts; support for advanced audio recording and encoding

features; support for svg/vml tags and pixel based animations; support
for embedded fonts; support for tileable effects and various other minor
changes; support for svg/vml tags and pixel based animations; support
for embedded fonts; support for tileable effects and various other minor

changes; support for xml-based label xml asset workflow; support for
advanced audio recording and encoding features; support for local
fonts; support for tileable effects and various other minor changes;
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